Opinion Book

(Collection of appreciative remarks about Prof. S.A.R.P.V. Chaturvedi,
given by learned and eminent dignitaries)

B

eing with, listening to and working with Prof. S.A.R.P.V.
Chaturvedi, has always been a source of learning, thrill,
joy and development. In his public life of nearly three decades,
he has impressed and influenced many and associated with
countless grassroots and banyans of the society.
Celebrities, scholars, his associates and followers have
recorded their experiences with his values and wisdom, which
are compiled as ‘feedback books’ and video documentaries.
His admirers and beneficiaries feel happy to bring out such
appreciations on our beloved master, in the form of a booklet. In
his vast knowledge journey of thousands of events, we have at
least ten thousands of such written and recorded opinions. The
present volume is a brief version and the process of a complete
‘opinion book’ is under process
Hope this work will enable us to understand our guide and
philosopher, Prof. S.A.R.P.V. Chaturvediji, in a comprehensive
and perfect way and enhance our betterment through his
guidance and support.
Varadan Chandar

Dr. A. Kalanidhi

Vice Chairman, Commonwealth Science and
Technology Academy for Research
Limitless reservoir and torrential shower of wisdom. The data volume
of hismemory and deepest insights in any field; especially in the fields
of engineering, technology and management, in my experience are
beyondimagination and description.
Event : “Engineering -Beyond Curriculum”, Chennai

Padma Shri. Avvai Natarajan

Indian scholar, educationist and the former
Vice-Chancellor of Thanjavur Tamil University
A fountain of wisdom; specifically his Tamil lectures serve as sumptuous
retreats endowed with rhyme, melody, depth, humour, satire and
innovative approach. He maintains pristine chastity of the language and
his analysis and derivations are always inimitable.
Event : “Tamil, Its origin and Splendor”, Chennai

Ila. Ganesan

National Council Member, BJP
His deliberations are well organized. We experience the joy of relishing
music, poetry and a finest piece of literature when he starts speaking.
Every sentence in his speech will be fully loaded with meaningful contents
and will serve as base material for numerous lectures for people like us.
Event : “Future of Tamil and its Literature”, Chennai

Js. T.N. Vallinayagam

Former Judge, Madras High Court
In every event where he speaks, he becomes the impact maker; let it be Law,
Jurisprudence, Human Rights, Tamil Literature and Philosophy. His every
presentation is best model of an ideal speech with no diversion, leading
us in the right direction and providing a clear and concrete vision of the
subject.
Event : “Law, Justice and Human Rights”, Chennai

Prof. T.M. Srinivasan

Dean, Yoga and Physical Sciences, S-VYASA, Bengaluru
He is an exemplary form of a best scholar, teacher or professor. His
knowledge shower is so powerful that it could be assimilated only through
subject involvement attentive hearing and repetitive listening. His single
lecture may equal the benefit of hundred best books.
Event : “Silver jublee celebrations of S-VYASA”, Bengaluru

Sqn. Ldr. Dr. P. Ramani

Senior Educational Consultant Formerly Dean, School
of Education SASTRA University Chairman,Board of
Studies ,English, University of Madras
Ocean of knowledge, capable of handling all subjects; let it be traditional
or modern. His speech evinces his social concern and commitment rather
than mere erudition and eloquence.
Event : “Global Grand Meet-I”, Chennai

Adade Manohar
Artist

His knowledge is certainly not surprising for those who
experience his unconditional affection and service to the
entire society. His life and philosophy educates us on the power of genuine
concern and dedication, by which wisdom and capabilities search for us to
reside in and reflect.
Event : “Aram Seya Virumbu”, Chennai

Dr. Vijay Bhatkar

Chancellor of India International Multiversity,
Chairman of ETH Research Lab, Chief Mentor of I2IT,
and National President of Vijnan Bharati
Every time you listen to him, he opens up new and fascinating
dimensions of the subject, eliminates our suspicions and ambiguity. He
speaks from his soul and heart and hence his words are distinctly pleasing,
convincing and impactful
Event : “Brain, Mind and Computers”, Pune

Vasanta Ananta Rao Gadgil
Eminent Sanskrit Scholar

A man of perfect and boundless wisdom, most accessible
and compassionate; A great scholar and visionary of our times.
Event : “Contribution of Maharashtra to Sanskrit Literature”, Pune

Mr. D.N. Muni Krishna I.P.S
Former Vigilance Director, Karnataka

From his one speech, we can extract wonderful stuff for
many articles and presentations. His vocabulary and
systematic and comprehensive coverage of the topic are amazing.
Event : “Vedas and Music”, Bangalore

Nagai D. Mukundan
Religious Orator

He is a great boon for speakers like us rather than for
simple listeners. The fluency and force with which
messages are showered by him is so unmanageable that even a slight
winking of your eye or turning of your neck will make you to miss the
direction, track and sequential sense.
Event : “Jagadguru Ramanuja”, Chennai

Dr. Bhagyalata Pataskar

Director, Vaidic Samshodhana Mandala, Pune
Prof. Chaturvedi is a walking encyclopedia. He is a bridge
between ancient traditions and modern findings. His message
is a booster to learners and a guide to researcher.
Event : “Aaranyakas - A detailed study”, Pune

O. Rajagopal

Former Union Minister of State, Kerala
A simple but scholarly presentation on our traditions.
Very educating and inspiring. Minutest and finest
dimensions brought out.
Event : “Guru Traditions”, Trivandrum

Prof. V.N. Jha

Former Director of the Centre of Advanced Study in
Sanskrit, University of Pune
A wise personality endowed with deep thinking and
beautiful presentation skills. Even in the same subjects or topics, he could
bring new subtle dimensions every time.
Event : “Lineage of Philosophical Traditions”, Ahmedabad

Mehar Moos
His knowledge is innate, spontaneous and full of original
and novel thinking. We asked for an article for publication
and he immediately gave a three hours lectures on the power of sound
(phono-dynamics) and the transcription of that recorded speech came
nearly up to hundred pages.
Event : “URI - Peace Meet”, Pune

Sami Bubere

President Sahyog Cultural Society
He is a real messenger of peace. Whatever he speaks does
not come from his intelligence but from his soul and its
commitment. He is the best source, with his sympathy and dynamism, to
bring change in the society. He is regarded and loved as the leader and
member of every family and organization he moves with.
Event : “NGOs and Social Responsibilities”, Mumbai

Dr. Manmath Manohar Gharote
Director of The Lonavla Yoga Institute

A rich mind-filler and energizer. His lectures remain
appealing and education to both laymen and experts in
the field. He leads us in every international show and makes traditional as
well as foreign scholars to realize the greatness of Indian wisdom.
Event : “Beyond Mind”, Lonavala

G.Lavanam

Co-founder, Samskar Institute, an Atheist , Ghandhian
Even though we have serious ideological differences, his
analytical lecture on the positive dimensions of religion
and inseparability of religious and social commitments was extremely
appealing and inspiring. His speech reflects his clarity and courage.
Event : “Religions, Violence and Peace”, Hyderabad

M. Narasimhappa IRS

Chief Commissioner of Income Tax(Retd), Hyderabad
Just close your eyes or hear the lecture from outside.
You will surely say that an eminent scientist is speaking.
Exactly to the point; very systematic delivery and every
sentence is new, convincing and irrefutable.
Event : “Science and Religion”, MIT- Pune

Dr. V.P.Rao

Owner, iBRAIN LifeSciences PLC
His speech brings back our old memories of listening
to the electrifying renditions of illustrious professors
of universities like Oxford. Beauty of words and rich contents compete
with each other. His ‘old age’ preparedness and solution ideas are truly
innovative.
Event : “World Geriatrics Conference”, Bangalore

Dr. P.L. Sanjeev Reddy IAS (Retd)
Well-structured lecture, endowed with profound
knowledge and energetic delivery. His tempo and vigour
was the same from the beginning till the end.
Event : “World Spiritual Congress”, Hyderabad

Sh. Gopal Krishna Agarwal
Economist, Chartered Accountant

I heard him speaking on rural empowerment one day;
the next day on Indian diaspora and human rights issues
at a different event; now on United Nations, world government
and peacemaking. It is not just speaking; every subject is dealt by him with
authority.
Event : “SRMT Anniversary”, Chennai

Dr. V. Rangaraj

Advisor-New Projects & External Relations at Aditya
Birla Group, Chairmans Office
Very informative and vibrant knowledge feast. Needs very
keen attention and subject-involvement to fully understand
and rejoice.
Event : “Knowledge Management”, Mumbai

Dr Suvrokamal Dutta
Economist

His eloquence is very admirable. With his command
over the language and concept that he selects, he could
make simple substance ‘great’ and complex substances simple.
Event : “SRMT Anniversary”, Chennai

Vikram Dutt

Chairperson, Manovikas IGNOU Community College
for Developmentally Delayed New Delhi
Irrespective of the topic and time given, he creates
a positive explosion. The energy with which he speaks is unbelievably
enormous. Every time when he ends his speech, he triggers our thought
and action mechanisms, making them think and act further.
Event : “Interfaith and Harmony”, Delhi

M.M. Verma

Chair, Religious Harmony IASE (D) University,
Rajasthan, President, Interfaith Foundation, India
A unique thinker, philosopher and speaker. Every lecture
is tight packed with enormous logic and messages, beyond
the comprehending and digesting ability of general listeners. Fu r t h e r
simplification and reducing the speed of delivery will make his lectures,
more useful for many.
Event : “Asian Meet”, Delhi

Dr. Chand K. Bhardwaj Ph.D.

Research Scholar, Philanthropist & Educator
I admire two of his qualities much; simplicity and
knowledge supremacy. He is always ready to serve the
needy society and very amicable and caring too. The
affection and respect that he bestows on everyone is inexplicable; they can
only and should be experienced.
Event : “Education and Enlightenment”, Delhi

Prof. J.S. Rajput

Former Director, NCERT
Wide and deep and an exhaustive coverage of the topic.
Delivered with clarity and pro-action directions.
Event : “Education and Ethics”, Hyderabad

Dr. Sanjay Rana

Geophysicist, Owner, Parsan Overseas (P) Limited &
Chairman, Aqua Foundation
Excellent information on water crisis and environmental
remediation. While duly glorifying ancient wisdom, he never missed to
mention and assess any scientific research and technological advancement
that have occurred and that are occurring at various corners of the world.
Event : “World Aqua Congress”, Delhi

Dr. G.V.G Krishnamurthy

Former Election Commissioner, India
He is a very gifted orator and gifted are indeed those
who have an opportunity to listen to him. His profound
insights and oratory are much essential for this era where we are talking
about development and transformation.
Event : “Human Values and Peace”, Delhi

Prof. Krishnamurthy

Professor Emeritus, San Diego State University, USA
He is more than a professor. A professor of eminence.
Apart from mere subject, he also focuses on policy making
and
trend-change, in the concerned issues. His lecture on sustainable
development; my subject; is worth listening, research and implementation.
Event : “Engineering and Sustainable Development”, Chennai

Indranil Banarjee

Independent Security & Political Risk Consultant, India
Former Executive Director, SAPRA India Foundation
He is a perfect defence analyst. The way in which he aligned
the process of defence, war issues and peace systems was fascinating. It was
a feast for analysts and research scholars.
Event : “Defence, War and Peace”, Hyderabad

V. Rama Rao

Politician, Sikkim Governor 2002 - 2007
A perfect guide material to academicians and teaching
community. A crystal clear summary and essence of
foundation, systems and purpose of education. There can never be
a better form of presentation in this subject, than this.
Event : “Philosophy of Education”, Hyderabad

Konijeti Rosaiah

Former Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh
Has brought out the missing and neglected, subtle dimensions
of economic assessment. Very thought provoking lecture. Will be
certainly useful for think tanks and policy makers.
Event : “Global Economics Meltdown”, Hyderabad

Justice Nooti Ramamohana Rao
Andhra Pradesh High Court

He gave a comprehensive picture of jurisprudence, the very
base of judicial system. He is thorough with traditional and modern views
and efficient in aligning the same and bring a universal form.
Event : “Seminar on Jurisprudence”, Hyderabad

Dr. Satyapal Singh I.P.S

Member of Parliament (MP), Former Police Commissioner
of Mumbai
The most learned and super-intelligent genius I have ever
met. Let it be a lecture, Question and Answer session or personal interaction;
he showers wisdom. While answering us, never thinks or hesitates or gives
a simple reply; his response is always instantaneous and highly convincing.
Event : “Nationalism and Spiritualism”, Delhi

Prof. (Dr.) Sohan Raj Tater

“Padmashri” Emeritus Professor Trinity World Uni.
(U.K.)
A marvellous knowledge shower…I always share the
pleasure of hearing him with my friends and family members. He is a role
model for learners as well as scholars and shows how we should handle
subjects and how we should present them.
Event : “Economy and Welfare”, Kelwa - Rajasthan

Dr. Janak Pandey

Vice-Chancellor, Central University of Bihar
His deeper and clear understanding of human mind
and its inner and eco-responsive behaviours, is much
reflected in his speech. Sketched perfectly and vibrantly presented.
Event : “Theory of Goodness”, Allahabad

S. S. Rama Rao Pappu

Professor Emeritus, Philosophy and Comparative
Religion, Miami University Hon. Professor, Hindu
University of America
Within a short time frame, he has encapsulated the entire
essence of the topic and presented in an effective way. A strong convincing
deliberation.
Event : “Asian Philosophical Conference”, Delhi

Professor Godabarisha Mishra
Member Secretary
Indian Council of Philosophical Research

Prof. Chaturvedi is a profound source of authentic knowledge. He can
balance between traditions and innovations, and synthesize them in a
spectacular fashion. He gives life to the concepts and philosophy by his
spiritful style of speech.
Event : “Asian Philosophical Conference”, Delhi

JusticeV. Eshwarayya

Hon’ble Judge, High Court of Andhra Pradesh
His lecture is a product of thorough study and realization.
An authoritative and comprehensive version of knowledge.
Event : “Education and Values” Hyderabad

Kishan Khanna

Founder, India Watch Foundation
He is a university by himself. Let it be any aspect of global
welfare; environment, rural development, economy or
infrastructure….he has his insightful findings and solutions.
A visionary, patriot and a committed global citizen.
Event : “Building the Nation”, Mumbai

Nitin Parab

CEO & Evangelist at Crosslink International
An extraordinary reservoir of wisdom. I have heard
his lectures countless times; especially on management,
administration and education fields. Every speech of him is a
source material for syllabus, research and policy designing. He is a vital
motivator for many thinkers, authors and executives and I am proud to be
one among them.
Event : “Corruption and Terrorism”, Mumbai

Justice P. Ramakrishna Raju

Former Judge, Andhra Pradesh High Court
He proved that he is also a well-versed economist. He has
shown the other side or human face of economy, its growth and slump,
which is seldom considered. All delegates unanimously appreciated his
vision for economic progress.
Event : “Global Economics Meltdown”, Hyderabad

Dr. B. A. Prajapati

Vice-Chancellor, Veer Narmad South Gujarat University,
Surat
His speech is the summarized version of exhaustive
research. He perfectly balanced between economy, technology and
humanism. A guide book for planners and policy makers.
Event : “Relative Economics”, Ladnun - Rajasthan

Sanjay Malpani

Malpani Group of Companies and Institutions,
Sangamner
He has created a knowledge revolution in our campus.
In all of our departments; let it be education, Sanskrit, environment,
management, law or science, wherever he spoke, he proved that he is an
authority, unique and revolutionary.
Event : “Renewable Energies and Development”, Sangamner - Maharashtra”

Col. Karminder Singh

Secretary, Patiala School for Deaf and Dumb
He is a mentor and guide for many social service
movements, workers and aspirants. His lectures are
worth preserving, absorbing and implementation. Apart from providing
equipment and monetary supports, he also offers his valuable scientific
and administrative guidances for the rehabilitation and empowerment of
specially enabled children.
Event : “International Day of Disabled Persons”, Patiala - Punjab

Dr. Abraham Karickam

South India zone coordinator for URI
President of Interfaith Students Movements
His every lecture is a thesis book, route map and action
plan for us. He is the vital part of all of our events. Apart
from being a guide and supporter of all social causes, he is the best friend
and well-wisher of us and all. He is an asset for the entire interfaith
community.
Event : “Holy Books Conference”, Karickam - Kerala

Biswadeb Chakraborty

Accomplished musician, songwriter and Interfaith
Activist at URI India
We had the pleasure of inviting and listening to him in
almost all of our high level congregations. His vigour and tempo remain
the same everywhere whereas the contents and innovations were new,
growing deeper and deeper, every time. He is a wisdom ambassador.
Event : “URI - Meet”, Mumbai

D.K. Hari

Founder, Life Member and Managing Trustee,
Bharath Gyan
A source of authentic knowledge. His analysis and usage of
appropriate words enable us to get ultimately convinced.
Event : “Eduacation - Confidence and Capacity Building”, Chennai

Kiran Bali

URI Global Council Chairperson
Huddersfield, UK
He is endowed with a global spirit and action. Every
presentation of him is packed with what the world needs;
what the world is searching for. The force in his language is the right tool
for creating mass transformation and involvement.
Event : “URI Meet”, Mumbai

The Rev. Victor H. Kazanjian Jr.

Executive Director
United Religions Initiative
A very delightful and productive experience. Tremendous
knowledge inputs given in a very short span of time. A great
booster for interfaith activists and workers.
Event : “URI Meet”, Mumbai

Prof. K. Ramasubramaniam IIT

Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, Indian
Institute of Technology, Mumbai
It was just like a fountain; without any pause or diversion.
Very impressive language and undebatable logic. Loads
of information that may take some time to understand and digest.
Event : “Indian Astronomy”, Hyderabad

H. Ramakrishnan

Former Director, News Unit of Doordarshan Kendra,
Chennai, India, Reputed Journalist & Musician
Every second of interaction with him defines what ‘bliss of
wisdom’ is. He is a complete guide; for spirituality, knowledge,
business or social service, he is there to throw light and show u s
the way. To any question, his answers will make our souls feel that they are
final and the finest.
Event : “Science, Hopes and Hazards”, Coimbatore

Tarun Vijay

Rajya Sabha M.P, India Director of the Dr. Syamaprasad
Mookerjee Research Foundation
He has enlivened the entire seminar. The same subject
got a new colour, force and direction in his treatment. An
unparalleled thinker and orator.
Event : “Bhutan Refugees”, Delhi

Dr. Alex Hankey

Professor, Division of Yoga & Physical Sciences,
S-VYASA, Bangalore
He has that thing which is mostly missing elsewhere. He
has nothing to do with stories, assumptions and mere
glorifications. He dives straight into the foundation and brings
the most significant and supreme essence of knowledge.
Event : “Kumbamela”, Allahabad

Dr. H.R. Nagendra

President, S-VYASA, Bangalore
After hearing Swami at Pune, I was totally mesmerized.
The subject was beyond the reach of erudition and
experience of any scholar. In depth and breadth, in innovative thoughts
and action plans, his lectures serve as an affluent reservoir that can
illumine the field of knowledge, he selects.
Event : “Silver Jubliee Celebrations”, S-VYASA, Bangalore

Dr. Mrs. Meena Muthiah

Founder, Kumararani Meena Muthiah College of Arts
and Science, Chennai
A classic intellectual presentation. Even if we could
understand and practice a glimpse of what he said, we can
make a drastic change in ourselves as well as in our society.
Event : “Motivating Charity”, Chennai

P.V.R.K Prasad I.A.S Retd.
Chairman, Vishakha Port Trust

Everyone was surprised to see an apparently religious
person in an International seminar on Cybernetics; that
too for a technical lecture. After his speech, all delegates and dignitaries
assembled there were convinced that he is equal in worth and even worthier.
Event : “Science Assembly”, Guntur - Andhra Pradesh

Reverend Canon Charles P. Gibbs

Former Founding Executive Director, URI, USA
An exemplary motivational speaker and transformationagent. Full of fire and force of positivism. He is an efficient
peace-builder with his knowledge, determination and
obviously by his peace-loving nature.
Event : “Inter-textuality of Religions”, Karickam, Kerala

Dr. E.G. Rajan

Founder President, Pentagram Research Centre (P)
Ltd., Hyderabad
His lectures on Science and Technology; especially
on complex subjects like evolutionary cybernetics and
Systemics, are flabbergasting. On seeing his name in the event, the
national and international scientific community attending our seminars,
have started curiously expecting new, innovative and subtle findings from
his deliberations.
Event : “Cybernetics, Systemics and Informatics”, Hyderabad

Acharya Dr. Lokesh Muni Ji
Founder, Ahimsa Vishwa Bharati

He has touched all aspects of vegetarianism; scientific,
religious, animal welfare, environment and what not? This
distinguishable force and his knowledge itself are proofs for the vigour and
positivism of vegetarianism and his religious austerities.
Event : “Vegetarianism”, Delhi

Revati Ramana Das

President, ISKCON Tirupathi
His presentations always create wonder and bliss in
listeners. He always sees things in distinct and subtle angles.
His speech emerges from his heart or soul and hence he could bring colour
and life to his topics.
Event : “Krishna - The Supreme Personality”, Tirupathi

Prof. Rajendra Prasad

Professor, Center for Rural Development Technology
Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
It is a privilege beyond description, to be associated
with Chaturvediji. We met at a conference in Thirupathy on cow worship.
More than his religious wisdom, his wisdom on rural and indigenous
knowledge sources and their applications, are amazing. His ‘wealth’ should
be distributed for all.
Event : “Cow and Rural Society”, Chennai

Ignatius Xavier

Ahimsa Artist
He preaches and also practices peace and message of
universal love. His speeches inspires and energizes us to
work and achieve more.
Event : “Non-Violence”, Hyderabad

Adv M.N. Krishnamani

Senior Advocate, Supreme Court of India
Former president of Supreme Court Bar Association of
India
Very authentic and knowledgeable speaker….organized and focused
deliberation…informative speech
Event : “Indian Diaspora and Human Rights”, Delhi

R. Venkatramani

Senior Advocate, Supreme Court of India and Member,
Law Commission of India
Aspects of psychology and sociology are well covered.
It sounded as if a communist leader is speaking for the
labourers’ welfare.
Event : “Forced Labour”, Delhi

Manepalli Narayana Rao Venkatachaliah
Retd. Chief Justice of India

I am surethat this is the best lecture I have heard in my
life. In his lecture, ‘Indian knowledge systems’ have been
presented in the best form and best language.
Event : “Indian Knowledge Systems”, Bangalore

Justice P.K. Shamsudheen
Retd. Justice, High Court of Kerala

Motivational speaker…Known for his rich stuff and
impactful delivery. His lectures; especially in the fields of
law, justice, human rights, social issues and interfaith are valuable treasure
of insights.
Event : “Religions and Marginalized Society”, Cochin - Kerala

Yogesh Kumar Sabharwal
Former Chief Justice of India

A high profile power packed speech. I have never come
across such a powerful oration. Precise to the point and
full of analysis and innovative suggestions.
Event : “Media, Society and Human Rights”, Mumbai

Dr. Jagdish Gandhi

Peace Activist
Founder-manager, City Montessori School, Lucknow
He has profound knowledge and realization in his own
philosophy and religion. But he has something unique and
essential that is beyond religions and other divisions; which is much needed
for the entire humanity; the entire planet. That is his wisdom endowed with
dedication.
Event : “Religious Assembly”, Hyderabad

Professor N.S. Ramaswamy

“Padmabhushan”, “National Professor”
Founder-Director of the Indian Institute of Management
Bangalore
In my vast experience of several decades, I have never
come across such a ‘super genius’. I had the blessed
opportunity to hear him countless times on numerous topics. He is a rare
entity and multifaceted personality. I always worry about the reach of his
wisdom to the mass and materialization of his vision and efforts, which is
possible only through a greater organizational structure.
Event : “India’s Century Mission”, Coimbatore

Dr. Yashwant Pathak Ph.D

International Coordinator, TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY,
Department of Hispanic Studies
Venerable Swami is a storehouse of knowledge and
potential. With his social commitment and compassion,
he is striving his level best to serve the needy and deserving with his
multiple forms of resources.
Event : “World Elders’ Assembly”, Nagpur - Maharshtra

Prof. Dr. Muralikrishna V Iyyanki, Ph.D
Distinguished Fellow at the Defense Research and
Development Organization (DRDO) National
Coordinator for Geospatial Public Health

In every speech, he grants us only a new learning experience
rather than mtere listening experience. Whatever may be the
topic he selects, he makes the listeners to fteel that the message is meant
for them. Placing every point of his view in a perfect, scientific and highly
convincing style is his unique expertise.
Event : “Meteorology and Metallurgy”, Hyderabad

Swami Atmapriyananda

Vice Chancellor, Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda
University (RKMVU), Belur Math
Any target-abode of cyclone will look peaceful before and
after its arrival. Similarly, he remained simple and calm
before and after his ‘cyclonic oration’ that has made a deep and indelible
impact in the audience.
Event : “Science and Spirituality”, Pune

Shyam Parande

Secretary General Antar-Rashtriya Sahayog Parishad
A very illuminating speech. An authority and brilliant
speaker in the fields of culture, heritage, social issues,
human rights, education and many more. He provides widest coverage of
the subject and maximum inputs possible within the duration and till then
he never gets satisfied.
Event : “World Elders’ Assembly”, Haridwar

Prof. Srinivasa Varakhedi, Ph.D

“Maharshi Badarayan Vyas Samman” Awardee
Dean of Karnataka Samskrit University, Bangalore
Blindly, you can invite him as a special speaker in any
elite platform and you will see that he will be the best
suitable. His choice of words, construction of phrases, rhyming
and flow, in any language are marvellous. He can effectively impart our
traditional wisdom to the present society with his inimitable logical base.
Event : “Sanskrit Seminar”, Hyderabad

Dr. V. Ramakrishna

Regents Distinguished Professor at the Technological
University of South Dakota, Hyderabad
We are speechless…we could not believe, .he has very
simply covered whatever we have been speaking and
discussing in these two days. He has touched even the neglected aspects
of construction technology. His speech was a fantastic final touch to our
conference and I appreciate the people who brought him here.
Event : “Concrete Technology”, Hyderabad

Dr. Belle Monappa Hegde

“Padma Bhushan” Retd. Vice Chancellor of the Manipal
University
Reservoir of knowledge with force of a flood. The tempo
and voice modulations, evolution pattern of the theme and
languages compel the listener to be attentive and encourages his absorption.
Event : “India’s Century Mission”, Bangalore

Ram Jethmalani

Rajya Sabha M.P, Rajasthan Former Union Law Minister,
India Former Chairman of Bar Council of India
Very comprehensive coverage. I think that after his
speech, there should be only vote of thanks. Richness
and speed compete with each other. Before I could understand his
first sentence…he was in the fifth one...
Event : “Media, Society and Human Rights”, Mumbai

Dr. Madabhushi Sridhar Acharyulu

Central Information Commissioner India
Professor, Nalsar University of Law, Hyderabad
Sri Swamiji is an embodiment of authentic and grand
knowledge. He is a master of masters. His every speech
is a doctoral thesis and route to many further pursuits. Let it be any
subject; religion, Vaishnavism or even my areas, media, journalism, law
and jurisprudence, he delivers with utmost precision and authority.
Event : “Media Reforms”, Chennai

Ashok Sajjanhar

Secretary/Principal Executive Officer, National
Foundation for Communal Harmony, an autonomous
Organisation with Ministry of Home Affairs Govt India
Previous year, I met him at India Habitat Centre in a high level international
symposium. He was given just ten minutes, within which he terrified
everyone with his tremendous wisdom. He has covered everything; that
one can speak and one cannot even imagine, with a jumbo jet force. After
the session was over, immediately I sent a mail of appreciation and shared
my willingness to serve with him and I am here now.
Event : “SRMT Anniversary”, Chennai

Mathur Krishnmurthy

“Padma Shri”, Reputed Kannada Writer
Former Director of the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan,
Bangalore
A versatile scholar and inspirational speaker…The pride
of India has been excellently portrayed. He has rendered justice
to the topic by highlighting the present scenario and our duties and
responsibilities which can restore, safeguard and translate our pride into
action and progress of the nation.
Event : “India’s Century Mission”, Bangalore

Joginder Singh

IPS (Retd.) Former Director, CBI, India
The society needs a change…in attitude and action. We
never need political leaders and big shots to achieve this.
Few committed and knowledgeable people like our Swami can bring
this change effectively…
Event : “Defence, War and Peace”, Hyderabad

R.J. Khurana I.P.S Retd.

Formerly Chairman, JIC, Cabinet Secretariat & Secretary
to the Government of India
He is a spiritual dynamo…endowed with infinite energy.
The subject of ‘Defence, War and Peace’ is a complex one
when handled all together. To speak on them separately may be easy. But
he has presented the individuality of every aspect, their inter-relativity and
emphasized the goal of peace in the best possible way.
Event : “Defence, War and Peace”, Hyderabad

Swami B.A. Paramadwaiti

Founder of : The Harmony School of Conscious art.
The Institute for oida therapy, The University of Ancient
Wisdom, Vrinda ashrams and Eco yoga Farms
Our Swami is a source of pristine knowledge. For every question, he has
immediate and complete answer that can address our prospective doubts
also. Especially in every dais, after he closes his remarks, everybody will be
left charged, thrilled or blank.
Event : “Green Pilgrimage Network”, Rishikesh

Vemuru Venkatramana Reddy

Professor & Director At Sri Venkateswara University
Oriental Research Institute, Tirupathi
In every seminar, after he addresses, he will become the
topic of discussion. He fills everyone with joy, astonishment
and thrill. Even on regular and conventional topics, his inputs and guidance
remain absolutely novel and abnormal.
Event : “Bhagavad Gita”, Tirupathi

Jagannath Poddar

Director of Friends of Vrindavan
He talked about tourism, pilgrimage and environmental
protection. These subjects are much known to people like
us who are engaged in continuous study and action in the
concerned fields. But after hearing him, we were wondering ‘can somebody
speak like this? Can somebody imagine these depths and correlations?
Apart from speech, his encouragement and support to environmentalists
are commendable.
Event : “Green Pilgrimage”, Rishikesh

Sadhvi Bhagavathi

Secretary-General at Global Interfaith WASH Alliance
President at Divine Shakti Foundation
His Holiness is personification of positive energy and
wisdom. I am sure that his able guidance can nourish
and empower those who are in darkness and distress.
Event : “Vegetarianism”, Delhi

Samani Chaitra Pragna

Vice Chancilaor Jain Vishwa Bharati Istitute, Ladnun
Fabulous presentation on the role and contribution of
Universities in structuring and supporting the society. He
has given a platform of responsibility for us that is much higher than
the formal and even our ambitious responsibilities. Bounteous knowledge
that needs to be preserved and adapted.
Event : “University Foundation Day Celebrations”, Ladnun

Ruzan Khambatta

Founder at Wajra O’Force Empowerment Foundation
He is thorough with the complete anatomy of the subject.
That is why he could present it with inputs from all angles and dimensions.
His command over the language makes his knowledge more motivational
and vibrant.
Event : “Spandan - Youth Assembly”, Ahmedabad

Prof. Indra Vardhan Trivedi

Vice Chancellor, Mohanlal Sukhadia, Udaipur
It is a great privilege to attend the lectures of Swami.
It is an ocean of linguistic and subject mastery. He is a
university by himself. He is a gifted visionary, who is full of brilliant ideas
and schemes for the betterment of our society.
Event : “Religion, Politics and Society”, Udaipur, Rajasthan

Dr. T. Hanuman Chowdary

Writer, Speaker and Broadcaster, Founder, Center for
Telecommunications Management and Studies
He is fit enough to lead any assembly; religion, philosophy,
social and national issues or even science. He has also got
the power to elaborate and summarize the substance, to any level.
Event : “Indian Consciousness”, Hyderabad

Gopal Patel

Project Manager, The Bhumi Project
It was a great yet unbelievable intellectual blessing to
our gathering. Without any modification or addition, his
message can be converted into policies and rules. So appropriate, complete
and systematically presented.
Event : “Green Pilgrimage Network”, Rishikesh

Dr.Imam Umer Ahmed Ilyasi

Chief Imam, All India Organization of Imams of Mosques
A power house of energy and knowledge. I have never
seen a speaker with this much of energy, in my life. With
his resources and guidance, the society can be highly benefitted. He
needs our association and we need his vision to build a harmonious society.
Event : “SRMT Anniversary”, Chennai

Silveri Srishailam

Journalist Executive Secretary, Probe (A Resource Center
For Journalists)
You ask him to talk about anything; for example ‘a pencil’.
He will speak for an hour with totally unexpected subtleties
and messages. He is a distinguished scholar in journalism, peace
and security studies. Even people with differing views admire his beautiful
style of dealing and presenting the theme.
Event : “Defense, Threats and Challenges”, Delhi

Dr. Homi B. Dhalla

Founder and President of the Cultural Foundation of
the Zarathustra World
A powerful and blessed orator and scholar…..strictly
confined to the topic and the purpose of the occasion.
His speech never starts without a strong foundation and
never ends without a clear direction on further action.
Event : “URI Assembly”, Cochin
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